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Crouzet and Galco Join Forces in the Fight Against COVID-19 

 
As the coronavirus known as COVID-19 began to spread across America and the globe, the landscape of ventilator 

manufacturing changed almost overnight. Crouzet was honored to be selected to participate in the battle against COVID-

19 as a key supplier in one of the most visible and highly publicized ventilator manufacturing projects. 

Crouzet’s 81501025 pneumatic logic component was previously specified for use on the selected ventilator program. This 

air-actuated logic component acts like an amplifier, providing an output signal only when a low-pressure pilot signal is 

applied. The ventilator is designed to provide patient breathing assistance without the need for electricity, hence the 

benefit of using air-logic rather than semiconductor logic. 

Galco Industrial Electronics (Madison Heights, MI) was selected from Crouzet’s AHTD distributor network to provide 

initial support and to manage future component deliveries. Galco’s proximity to the production location meant that 

stocked inventory would be readily available for use on the customer’s production line. 

The quantities typically required increased exponentially requiring Crouzet, headquartered in Valence, France, to quickly 

mobilize teams of people to meet the rapid and burgeoning need for its air-logic component. Crouzet’s US-based 

distributor sales management team coordinated local activities with Galco and the OEM partners, while Crouzet’s 

procurement and operations departments in France and Morocco put plans into place to meet the expanded demand. 

Crouzet met the challenge, moving quickly from the quote stage to volume production within a few weeks. 

Channel Sales Manager for Crouzet, Jill Wagar, commented, “It’s been a pleasure to have outstanding support from 

Galco and my colleagues overseas on such a critical program.” 

“Galco is proud of our commitment to meeting the urgent needs of our partners and the community,” said Jenn Porter, 

Director of Sales at Galco. “We consider it a privilege to contribute our technical expertise, in cooperation with Crouzet, 

toward such an important public health effort.” 
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Crouzet wants to wish all affected by COVID-19 a speedy and full recovery. In addition to thanking all involved for their 

confidence in selecting and using Crouzet’s product, we thank all the nurses, doctors, emergency personnel, and medical 

staff battling the virus on the front lines, as well as all essential employees reporting to work in warehouses, production 

facilities, delivery companies, grocery stores and elsewhere. 

About Crouzet 

Crouzet is an independent company manufacturing electromechanical and electronic components for demanding 

applications in Aerospace & Transportation, Energy, Building and Machinery Industry.  

Crouzet provides Switches and Sensors, Electromechanical Actuators, Electrical Protection Equipment, Cockpit Controls, 

Automation Controllers and Relays, and Instrumentation Services. 

Since 1921, Crouzet has a heritage of close collaboration with customers in the development of products, from standard 

components to fully customized solutions. Crouzet’s customers and partners can rely on our teams worldwide to always 

meet and often exceed their expectations. Driven by innovation, our experts are focused on designing and delivering the 

right product for the right application. 

Crouzet is your trusted partner of choice to face the industrial challenges of today and tomorrow. 

 

 

 

 

 


